
Idyll Time



Taking inspiration from the Chinese said “Snatch a relief from life’s drudgery” 

as the scenario of the design. The designer created a perfect villa-like home 

for a semi-retired couple, which connects spaces between life, emotions 

and memories. By adding minimalist style to the interior, the designer turned 

wall art into eye-catching centerpiece and presented an explosion of colors 

to create dynamic feel between rooms to the design.



In the living room, the wood-like marble TV wall is utilized to add a mild and 

warm ambience to the interior. Moreover, dark color-gray symbolizes room 

switching.



Sideboard cabinets in dining 

area increase storage capacity, 

and also provide space for 

creating mini coffee station 

at home. By enhancing the 

functionality of dining area, 

the designer created an area 

where family are brought closer 

together.



In the kitchen, milk tea color is used to inject a natural and gentle ambience 

into the design. In addition, the U-shape design makes smooth traffic flow to 

the users, which provides the users with enjoyable experience.

In the bedroom, there is a small office space where the owners can work 

from home and study in their spare time. Besides, the coating-glass screen 

separates spaces and improves privacy in room.



Mixing epoxy resins and hardener made tile gap filling agent with strong 

adhesion, the designer used it for bathroom to improve durability and 

mildew proof ability. Furthermore, the filling agent is color-correctable, which 

achieves the aesthetic and functional performance.

For walk-in closet, the dressing table allows the wife to have great time 

dressing up herself. And, the island unit adds style and storage in room. The 

open wardrobe and the shelves provide a convenience and easy organized 

storage space.



How to utilize proper materials 

was a challenge, after constantly 

compared all different materials 

and made samples, the designer 

found the ideal veins and texture 

of building materials in line with 

the interior style.




